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1. ABSTRACT

Optical sensor arrays serve as excellent tools for the recognition and discrimination of a variety of liquid and gas mixtures.
They achieve this via pattern-based recognition from signals across multiple sensing regions, where each region is modified
to produce a different interaction, such as partial-selectivity, with desired analytes. As their use progresses towards rapid,
highly personalized diagnosis and component identification devices, reduction in complexity and data-acquisition time is
key. One way to achieve this is through reducing the number of elements in the array without compromising the differential
capabilities of the device.
Here, we present a device with elements consisting of plasmonic sensors of two superimposed plasmonic nanoarrays; one
fabricated using gold and the other aluminum. Each material produces a distinct plasmonic response while also allowing
us to selectively functionalize each pattern with a different ‘sensing chemistry.’ This allows for the development of
different partially-selective elements, via modification with functional thiols and silanes, respectively.
Since optical sensing arrays of this type require multiple sensing regions, each producing a different optical response, our
bimetallic method results in twice as much data from one measurement, providing the same amount of data necessary to
allow for successful differentiation with fewer elements in the sensing array. We demonstrate that by altering the surface
chemistry of the nanostructures we can tune their partial selectivity to organic solvents. We believe this technology could
be useful in areas that rely on assays for simultaneous determination of multiple analytes, such as the medical, food &
drug, and security industries.
Keywords: plasmonic, optoelectronic, LSPR, bimetallic, optical tongue

2. INTRODUCTION
Chromatography—the standard technology used to accurately identify, detect, and quantify components in a gas or liquid
mixture—requires efficient separation of the components prior to analysis.1-2 The equipment necessary to achieve adequate
separation is bulky, complex, and costly; and the processes used are time-consuming and highly wasteful.3 Together, these
problems with chromatography make it unsuitable for portable applications such as point-of-care diagnostics and the food
and drug industry. Recent efforts have turned to designing detection and identification technologies modelled on the
animals senses of smell and taste4-7—accurately referred to as optical8 and electronic7, 9 tongues/noses. Modelling
technology in this way has allowed for the development of portable systems capable of the accurate identification of
mixtures that can be fabricated relatively cheaply in bulk and do not require component isolation,10 making them more
widely applicable 4, 7, 11, 6, 12-13.
As a mimicry of our perception of taste and smell, optical and electronic tongues/noses work similarly to how our senses
do; rather than relying on separation of a mixture’s components, identification is a product of a combined response between
multiple partially selective ‘sensors’ that result in a distinct pattern.14-15 This mechanism requires multiple cross-reacting
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sensors trained to detect patterns rather than specific analytes.15 As more sensing regions are added to the system, these
artificial tongue/nose devices becomes more accurate at differentiating between different tastes/smells (given that the ratio
of samples to variables is above six).16
One of the most common methods to provide partial-selectivity in electronic noses is the use of metal oxides doped with
platinum noble metal catalysts;11 however, these catalysts are expensive and thus limit the scope for practical,
commercially-viable devices. Instead, devices based on plasmonic gold (Au) nanostructures have been recently used in
electronic nose applications.17 Subject to the phenomena known as localised surface plasmon resonance, the optical
response of an array of Au nanostructures is highly susceptible to changes in the local environment.18 Devices utilizing Au
nanostructures take advantage of this by having multiple sensing regions of Au nanostructures, each uniquely
functionalized with a modified surface ligand, yielding multiple partially-selective responses to a particular mixture.19
Each modified Au region of the sensor array provides one resonance peak as part of the partially selective process. Thus,
current electronic nose and tongue devices typically operate with up to 32 sensing regions and weight about 1 kg (Cyranose
320 Device), which limits their widespread use.19-22
Here, we present a novel device capable of obtaining two partially selective data points from one measurement. Our device
consists of two superimposed nanoplasmonic arrays featuring distinct metals: Au and aluminum (Al). In addition to their
different plasmonic responses, both metals are susceptible to different surface chemistries modifications, which allows for
the selective functionalization of both arrays independent of one another (Au by thiols23-24 and Al by silanes24-25). Our
results show that functionalization can be used to tune the partial selectivity of the nanostructures to acetone, methanol
(MeOH), ethanol (EtOH), isopropyl alcohol (IPA) in varying concentrations (volume per volume (v/v)) in water. The two
plasmonic peaks obtained from one measurement, combined with the ability to modify the partial selectivity of the sensing
regions by utilizing different thiols and silanes, allows us to condense two sensing regions of a standard plasmonic
tongue/nose device into one region. This effectively reduces the number of partially selective elements in half, reducing
the size of the device and number of elements to probe (and thus time to acquire data) by half without compromising the
identification and classification capabilities of the device.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
3.1 Device Fabrication
Devices were fabricated using electron-beam lithography and metal-evaporation. A resist bi-layer of 4% poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) 2010 resist and 2.5% PMMA 2041 resist (total thickness 150 nm) was patterned using a Vistec
VB6 Ultra High Resolution Extra Wide Field electron beam lithography tool. Following development of the pattern, a
2/50 nm Ti/Au layer was evaporated onto the sample using a Plassys MEB 400S/550S electron-beam evaporation tool.
These fabrication steps were then repeated to align 50 nm thick Al nanostructures to the existing Au structures.
3.2 Surface Functionalization
Silane and thiol chemistries were used to modify the Al and Au nanostructures, respectively. 23-25, 28 Three pairs of
chemistries were used. For the first pair of chemistries (Figure 1a), Al and Au nanostructures were unmodified and thus
retained their native chemistries. For the second pair of chemistries (Figure 1b), Au was modified with 1-decanethiol (DT,
Sigma-Aldrich) and Al was modified with hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS, Sigma-Aldrich). Exposed sensor regions were
first placed in an ethanolic solution containing 10 mM DT for 24 hours, rinsed with fresh ethanol, and nitrogen dried.
HMDS was then spun on to these same exposed regions at 4000 revolutions per minute for 60 seconds and allowed to airdry for 2 minutes. For the third set of chemistries (Figure 1c), exposed sensor regions were immersed in a 10 mM ethanolic
solution of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro-1-decanethiol (PFDT, Sigma Aldrich) for 24 hours, rinsed three times with ethanol,
and nitrogen air-dried. The exposed regions were then immersed in 0.5% solution (by volume) of 2-[methoxy
(polyethyleneoxy)6-9 propyl] trimethoxysilane (PEG69, Sigma-Aldrich) in toluene for 1 hour, rinsed three times with
toluene, rinsed three times with deionized water, nitrogen air-dried, and oven-baked at 100°C for 30 minutes.
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Figure 1: Surface chemistry modifications used in the optical tongue: (a) native Al / Au, (b) Al-HMDS / Au-DT, and (c) Al-PEG69
/ Au-PFDT.

3.3 Solution Preparation
Solutions of 5%, 10%, 25%, and 50% (by volume) of acetone, methanol (MeOH), ethanol (EtOH), and isopropyl alcohol
(IPA) in water were prepared.
3.4 Experimental Setup
Samples were placed in a chamber (polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) on a glass slide) filled with each solution. Real-time
transmission measurements (0.5 nm resolution) were taken using a custom-built microspectrophotometer (Figure 2). Light
from a VIS-NIR light source (tungsten-halogen 400 to 1200 nm wavelength) was used to probe the sensor. A 10x objective
was used to couple the transmitted light into an optical-fiber attached to a StellarNet Microspectrophotometer (StellarNet
Blue Wave).
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Figure 2: Custom-built microspectrophotometer setup.

3.5 Data Analysis
MATLAB was used to analyze the transmission spectra. The transmission spectrum was smoothed (20 points, meanaverage smoothing) and interpolated (from 0.5 nm to 0.01 nm). The peak position value of the two minima peaks was
determined. Principal component analysis (PCA) was then used to analyze the resulting transmission peaks.29 The inherent
PCA function in MATLAB was then used to calculate and plot PCA results. The wavelength of the resonant peaks for
each chemistry (Au, Al, Au-DT, Al-HMDS, Au-PFDT, Al-PEG6-9) were treated as separate columns in the PCA.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Design
The optical tongue design consists of three sensing regions. Each region is comprised of superimposed nano-square arrays
of gold (Au) and aluminum (Al), forming a bimetallic sensor. Nano-square shapes were chosen because (1) their design
allows for easy, repeatable fabrication with electron-beam lithography, (2) the symmetrical shape is not subject to a
polarisation-dependent response, and (3) the shape maximizes the surface area of coverage for a given periodicity (and
thus maximize the plasmonic signal).
4.2 Characterization of Device
Both Au and Al can support selective functionalization of their surfaces by thiol chemistry and by silane chemistry,
respectively. 23-25, 28 The use of organic ligands in this way has previously been reported to change the sensitivity of
plasmonic sensing regions, in electronic nose applications, to certain organic molecules present in solution. 17 However,
only one organic ligand per sensing region was reported. In the device presented herein, the selective functionalization of
each metal in the bimetallic array results in two different ligand groups on the surface. This creates a unique surface
chemistry unlike that of their monometallic counter-parts and provides two distinct moieties, and thus two signals, in the
same sensor area.
To test this hypothesis, one sensor was kept as native Al / Au (Figure 1a) and the other two regions were modified by
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) and 1-decanethiol (DT) to give an Al-HMDS / Au-DT region (Figure 1b) and by 2[methoxy (polyethyleneoxy)6-9 propyl] trimethoxysilane (PEG69) and 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro-1-decanethiol (PFDT) to
give an Al-PEG69 / Au-PFDT region (Figure 1c). Figure 3 shows the response in water of these three nanoarrays. The
transmission peaks corresponding to Al are around 500 nm and the peaks corresponding to Au are around 650-700 nm.
The surface chemistry modifications alter the environment surrounding the nanostructures, resulting in a shifted
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transmission. The inset of Figure 3 shows an SEM image of one of the arrays, demonstrating the good alignment achieved
between the superimposed structures. The two metals can be differentiated by the shade of grey due to their distinct electron
diffraction properties, Au being ‘brighter’ and Al being ‘darker.’ 30

Figure 3: Characterization of bimetallic optical tongue. Transmission response of the three regions of the bimetallic optical tongue
in water: Al / Au (blue), Al-HMDS / Au-DT (green), and Al-PEG69 / Au-PFDT (red). The different surface chemistry modifications in
each region result in a different transmission response to the same solvent. (inset) SEM image of the native Al / Au sensing region. The
two metals can be differentiated by the shade of grey due to their distinct electron diffraction properties, Au being ‘brighter’ and Al
being ‘darker.’ 30

4.3 Organic Solvent Differentiation
The resulting three sensing regions were then tested against varying refractive index media adjusted with acetone, methanol
(MeOH), ethanol (EtOH), and isopropyl alcohol (IPA). To determine whether the surface chemistry modifications actually
alter the sensing capabilities and change the affinity for organic solvents, the resulting three pairs of transmission peaks
(one from each metal component of each of the three sensing regions) were analyzed using a standard principal component
analysis (PCA - a non-biased, multivariant analysis technique that can be used to delineate classes). 22, 29 For the PCA,
each solvent (and subsequent repetitions of that solvent) was used as a row for the analysis and the transmission peaks
corresponding to Al, Au, Al-HMDS, Au-DT, Al-PEG69, and Au-PFDT were used as the columns of that row.

Figure 4: Organic solvent differentiation by PCA. Plot of the first and second principal components of bimetallic arrays of Au/Al
using the transmission peaks of (a) only native Al/Au, (b) Al/Au and Al-HMDS/Au-DT, and (c) Al/Au, Al-HMDS/Au-DT, and AlPEG69/Au-PFDT. As more elements are added to the PCA, the optical tongue is better able to distinguish the difference between water
and 5%, 10%, 25% and 50% (v/v) acetone, methanol, ethanol, and IPA.

Figure 4 shows a PCA of the first two principal components using (a) only one region (Al / Au), (b) two regions (Al / Au
and Al-HMDS / Au-DT), and (c) all three regions (Al / Au, Al-HMDS / Au-DT, Al-PEG69 / Au-PFDT) of the optical
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tongue. In each PCA, the color signifies the solvent (where black shapes represent water, red represent acetone, green
represent MeOH, yellow represent EtOH, and blue represent IPA) and the shape signifies the percent (v/v) of solvent in
water (upward triangle as 5%, cross as 10%, right-facing triangle as 25%, and diamond as 50%). As more elements to the
sensor array are added to the PCA, further differentiation between classes emerge, which is indicated by the further
separation of groupings. While there is some overlap between classification of the different concentrations within the
particular of the solvents tested (i.e. 25% and 50% MeOH, 5% and 10% IPA, etc.) there is a distinct separation between
acetone, MeOH, EtOH, and IPA. To develop a high quality nanoplasmonic tongue, better inter-class separation between
the different datasets of the training solutions is needed. It is hypothesised that further separation would require more
partially selective sensors, since most electronic nose devices reported consist of up to 32 sensors.21 This is more than 3
times the sensor count presented, here. Regardless, the PCA is capable of clustering the different solutions by combining
the response from three sensing regions, which constitutes the very basic requirement for the development of an artificial
tongue.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we present a bimetallic nanoplasmonic approach to optical tongue/nose devices. Compared to other devices
which produce one partially selective-signal per element, each element of our device provides two partially-selective
signals. This effectively halves the number of elements necessary to provide the same amount of data as previous devices.
We demonstrate that the partial-selectivity to organic solvents can be tuned by altering the surface chemistry of the
nanostructures. We believe this technology has applications in a number of fields that rely on assays for determining
multiple analytes, such as point of care diagnostics, food and drink processing, environmental monitoring, and defence.
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